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ABSTRACT
Hypertext has introduced a new technology in document
structure that makes non-linear reading possible, but is not
involved with semantic content. Principles for organiza-
tion of subject content were established in the fields of Fac-
eted Classification and of Concept Theory. They constitute
sound theoretical and methodological bases for planning
and writing hyperdocuments for educational purposes.
Faceted Classification method consists, on the one hand,
in identifying general or facet concept classes within which
are specific mutually exclusive classes and, on the other, in
principles for their organization and relationships. Con-
cept Theory provides orientation for the organization of
node content. These are the main points for the organiza-
tion of documents/information. Such theories provide
conditions for coherent nodes and contribute to avoide
cognitive overload.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Gutenberg’s invention made possible greater distribution of
texts, thus providing greater access to sources of knowledge
records. However, while causing many transformations relat-

ing to access, it did not bring any significant modification in books
which refer to the support of information. According to Roger
Chartier, the printed book depends greatly on primitive forms, as it
imitates pages, writing, appearances, in the same way that previously
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book pages were sewn. From this point of view, his invention does
not produce ‘the book’. (CHARTIER, 1997, p. 134).

Nowadays, an even greater revolution than that of Gutenberg is
taking place and it is altering not only techniques of text reproduc-
tion, but also structures and forms of support that enable a particular
form of communication to readers with electronic documents.

The technology known as Hypertext has brought about alterations
in writing, with consequences for the production of educational
documents. It makes possible the building of hyperdocuments, a
product that requires new forms of writing and affects the process of
traditional linear reading.

The production of non-linear texts using hypertext technology
also requires a complex structure named hyperstructure, consisting
of graphs pointing to nodes which are chunks of information, and of
arches which link these chunks (CONKLIN, 1987, p. 31). The main
feature is its ability to link content concepts within a document or
within several ones. In essence, hypertext is a

computer based medium for thinking and communication. The thin-
king process does not build new ideas one at a time, starting with no-
thing and turning out each idea as finished pearl. Thinking seems
rather to proceed on several fronts at once, developing and rejecting
ideas at different levels and on different points in parallel, each idea
depending on and contributing to the others. (CONKLIN, 1987, p. 32)

Hypertext materializes and emphasizes the associative and non-
linear reading process and this requires a rethink of the processes re-
lated to the arranging of ideas and how they affect modes of writing,
i.e., new processes for new forms of writing. In this context, we will
investigate a type of text named hyperdocument.

THE HYPERDOCUMENT

Hypertext technology brings together processes of both writing
and reading in non-linear form. When writing a text on a sheet of pa-
per, the author follows a linear process where logical chains of rea-
soning must have a beginning, a middle and an ending. Attempts to
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adapt this to the reading process cover thousands of years, but this
process is naturally non-linear. How often does a reader need to
search other documents to help, for instance, with the definition of a
term, with the historical context of the topic presented in a docu-
ment, with the identification of the school of thought of the author?

With the technology of hypertext the author presents readers with
many possibilities of reading directions. In hyperdocuments these
possibilities evidence the conceptual dimension employed in their
construction. Every possible ‘navigation’ is conditioned to this con-
ceptual dimension because of its nature as a closed hyperdocument
developed within a field of knowledge, with explicit linking between
nodes.

In addition to all this, technological possibilities have also brought
about, in this specific case, discussions related to the construction of
hyperdocuments and the search for the solution of problems inherent
to this new object; they are cognitive overload and disorientation.

Cognitive overload may occur when authoring a hyperdocument
as well as when reading it. For the author, it can be seen as a mental
overload, because he/she needs to name nodes and to define seman-
tic relations among them. For the reader, this overload occurs as a re-
sult of the need to make frequent choices and different ways to track.
Disorientation occurs when reader feels lost, i.e. he does not know
where he is in the network, or does not know how to get to some
other place that he knows or thinks that exists in the network, losing
track of the route he followed (CONKLIN, 1987, p. 38).

The readability of a document means the mental effort required
for the process of its construction. So, if we wish to increase the read-
ability of a hyperdocument, we must help readers in the construction
of their mental models, strengthening those factors that support this
process and weakening those that hinder it. This is done by strength-
ening coherence and hindering cognitive overload (THURING et al,
1995).

To assure coherence at node level one needs to rethink the pro-
cesses of writing presented in the structure of the text within the con-
ceptual node. As hypertext is a new textual means of information,
one needs to think about a new rhetoric and style when producing a
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text. Some authors are developing research in this direction
(LANDOW, 1987; MOULTHROP, 1992), but it is important to consider
writing issues at the moment when the conceptual node is being
written.

What is being done to a great extent is the conversion of texts pro-
duced for linear reading using hypertext. Generally, this is not the
best option to warrant coherence at the node level (NILSEN, 1993).

Interpretative action is an issue to be thought of in the role of both
author and reader. In this respect, linguistic phenomena1, according
to French authors on discourse analysis, may facilitate or not the
meanings in textual construction.

A text is a unit of meaning which in discourse analysis is seen as the
materiality of the speech. One needs to think of the conditions of text
production, in this case, the text as a hyperdocument.

Hypertextual writing opens up a new authoring process. When
writing a hypertext the author must master both the subject which
he/she wishes to write on and this new intellectual technology. A hy-
perdocument possesses a new speech materiality which does not use
pencil and paper and linear thinking in its form of writing, but ex-
plores technological possibilities of man-machine interface as well as
possibilities of the very speech construction and order within a
knowledge domain.

Authors should limit the fragmentation of text, which character-
izes hyperdocuments, in order to achieve coherence between nodes.
This aspect seems to be endemic in hyperdocuments and as result
one has information segmented in disjointed nodes presented in
separate windows. This fragmentation may lead to lack of significant
context, so giving the impression that a hyperdocument is an aggre-
gate of pieces of information loosely joined together instead of a co-
herent whole (THURING et al.).
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A means of reducing this impression is the explicit representation
of relationships between nodes. Besides that, it is fundamentally im-
portant that the author has consistent guidelines when planning the
text and the browsing/reading possibilities.

PLANNING OF HYPERDOCUMENTS FOR LONG DISTANCE
TEACHING

The planning of hyperdocuments aims to establish a text structure
to create mutually exclusive nodes. This is a measure that may avoid
disorientation. Therefore, it must be conceived within a systemic ap-
proach which naturally provides a priori indications for some kinds
of relationship useful to browsing.

The planning may also consider the different levels of the informa-
tion needs of readers whom the educational hyperdocument is de-
vised for, thus avoiding the problem of cognitive overload, i.e., giving
the reader the possibility of easily finding the information on the de-
sired level, being it only an indication or detailed information on the
concept2 he/she is searching for.

The structure of the hyperdocument consists, then, of establishing
conceptual units/nodes and relationships aiming at consistency and
coherence in the document as whole. At a certain point, hyperdocu-
ments can be compared to a system of concepts. An underlying classi-
ficatory action exists, as relationships between nodes are created
from a network of associations.

In hyperdocuments, a node is characteristically a knowledge unit,
a concept that corresponds to the smallest unit of information in the
subject field considered. This is one of the elements that allow the
reader to track his/her way through the text. One of the first issues re-
lating to the nature of hyperdocument node contents is the use of a
verbal tag appropriate for a given subject content. If not appropriate
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it can lead the reader to cognitive overload and it may damage his/her
understanding of the text.3

The theory of Faceted Classification provides basic principles for
mutually exclusive chunks of texts and for logical relations. One of
these principles, that of exclusiveness, means that one must be sure
that all the characteristics of a class of concepts be analyzed. In other
words, a given concept should belong to that class and to no others.
A node must be built in this way, as a cohesive whole, so that it may
have different further uses.

As each node is a conceptual unit, one finds in the Theory of Con-
cept the elements to guide the development of the content of the
fragments of text.

In short, we may state that the planning of the hyperdocument
consists of identifying general and specific classes as well as generic
and semantic relationships between them, according to principles of
Faceted Classification. For the development of the content of each
concept/node, the Theory of Concept provides the elements.

THEORETICAL PRINCIPLES FOR WRITING HYPERDOCUMENTS

Faceted Classification

The Theory of Faceted Classification was developed by Shiyali
Ramamrita Ranganathan in the thirties, to make clear the principles
he adopted when developing the Colon classification, the scheme he
devised to arrange books in the Madras’ University Library, in India
(RANGANATHAN, 1967) .
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it from his/her own viewpoint and this is not a constraint for the author as he/she
pursues the principle of univocity, for he/she writes aiming at a virtual reader.



Ranganathan’s theory consists of classification of ideas into Facets,
which are general classes within a field of knowledge. These are, in
turn, manifestations of fundamental categories, which are valid for
any field of knowledge.

He identified five fundamental categories: Personality, Matter, En-
ergy, Space and Time. They are, in fact, means to guide thinking
when structuring any field of knowledge and they are an easy way to
analyze its constituent concepts. This method is deductive as it pro-
vides the bases for the identification of general classes within which
are chains and arrays of concepts of the field of knowledge analyzed.

In a hyperdocument, categorization is very important when build-
ing conceptual nodes. Modular writing brings together chunks of in-
formation, and then, it is necessary to select these chunks. For
example, if a certain node deals with the properties of milk, the in-
dustrial process must be in another node in oder to archieve logical
coherence when distributing the contents among the different
nodes. This coherence must already be envisaged when preparing
the hyperdocument, through the analysis of the selection of con-
tents. As one knows, these contents result from a logical perspective
of classification and their relationships within a category or among
different categories.

The Classification Research Group of England has identified cate-
gories that most frequently occur and which are, in fact, a breakdown
of the five fundamental categories of Ranganathan (VICKERY, 1966, p.
46-47). They were developed for the construction of thesauri but
they fit equally when authoring hyperdocuments:

Things, Entities (examples)
Naturally occurring Minerals, Animals, Plants, Soils
Products Bridges, Engines, Fiber
Mental constructs Equations, Rectangles, Formulae

Input to the System
Parts, components, structure Beam, Wheel, Wing

Organs Heart, Seed
Materials, constituents Metal, Glass, Nitrogen
Attributes
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Qualities, properties Cohesion, Color, Solubility
Processes, behavior Vibration, Inflammation

Operations
Experimental Cutting, Breeding
Mental Calculation, Reasoning

Operating agents – any thing or entity can act as an agent
Place condition

The content of the facets together their specific classes can be con-
sidered as fragments of text – the concepts – which are hierarchically
related. The analysis of each fragment may reveal other kinds of rela-
tionships.

The above categories may be seen as a guideline for the analysis of
a given topic of a subject field.

Theory of Concept

The Referent-Oriented Analytical Concept Theory provides a
sound basis for the determination and understanding of the concept
for information representation/retrieval. Dahlberg developed her
theory in the seventies, aiming at building terminologies in the field
of Social Sciences (DAHLBERG, 1978). In this same period, she ex-
plained the relationships between Concept Theory and Classification
Theory (DAHLBERG, 1978a). Later on, she used her theory in the field
of verbal documentary languages, specifically for building thesauri
(DAHLBERG, 1980). In this paper those principles of the theory that
are useful when authoring hyperdocuments must be emphasized.

According to Dahlberg, a concept is a “knowledge unity, compris-
ing verifiable predications about a selected item of reference, repre-
sented in a verbal form” (DAHLBERG 1983, p. 17). Concept Theory is
‘referent-oriented’ because ‘it presupposes that each concept refers
to something and it is called ‘analytical’ because, by predicating the
referent and thus generating and identifying its concept characteris-
tics, a concept is constructed in an analytical mode’ (id. p. 18).

Dahlberg’s Concept Theory may prove useful to ensure consis-
tency within a node and among them.

Another issue in modeling nodes is how to separate “chunks of in-
formation” so that they can be further interlinked by the reader when
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navigating through the document. If in the beginning it was possible
to identify themes dealt with in hyperdocuments as a whole and to
define what we call the structure of the work using principles of Fac-
eted Classification, now it is necessary to establish criteria to relate
contents consistently.

Each node contains information on a general concept which rep-
resents a concept class. So, when defining the scope of a content to
be dealt with in a conceptual node one must first of all explore all the
elements that contribute to the understanding of what a concept is

and what are its constituent elements are. In hyperdocuments, a
node needs to be worked this way, as a cohesive whole, so that one
may use it later in different ways. These elements are present in con-
ceptual definition, according to Dahlberg’s Theory of Concept.

Dahlberg considers three kinds of definition, namely: nominal, os-
tensive and conceptual. The latter one provides elements to establish
links/relations among fragments of text. It may be subdivided into ge-
neric definition, one that produces hierarchical relations; partitive
definition, one that produces whole-part relations; definition by ne-
gation, which is rare and produces relationship of opposition; and
definition by function, which produces a functional relationship.

In writing hyperdocuments it is fundamental to understand the na-
ture of relations. They must be governed by classificatory principles;
connection among nodes without principles based on logical and on-
tological relationships leads to links that may be inappropriate. So, the
following kinds of relations may guide authors of hyperdocuments.

Hierarchical relation – A relationship that makes possible the or-
ganization of a line of reasoning where ideas are interconnected by
logical succession. This means that this relationship represents a se-
quence of ideas of the same nature, forming logical chains and arrays
of concepts. For instance the concept ‘thesaurus’ and kinds of the-
saurus, such as ‘multilingual’, ‘monolingual’, ‘microthesaurus’,
among others.

Partitive relation – A relationship that provides the organization
of nodes in ontological coordination. It presents the elements or
parts that constitute an object or the stages of a process. Similar to the
hierarchical relationship, the partitive relation establishes a certain
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precedence among nodes of this kind and this is useful for docu-
ments with teaching objectives. For example, in a document on the-
sauri, the node that deals with planning implies several parts such as
subject delimitation, target public, survey of sources of terms, forms
of presentation, etc., and these constitute partitive relations.

Functional-Sintagmatic Relation – This is a relationship that es-
tablishes links between conceptual nodes of a different nature, not
considered as parts or stages of a process. For example, a concept de-
noting a process or operation leads to concepts that supplement
them, as in the following sequence: production – product – producer
– consumer. The adoption of principles to identify how to relate con-
cepts of different natures, will render hyperdocuments that will not
give the impression of a mere aggregate of information ‘loosely’ gath-
ered. On the contrary those relationships are built under a logical,
coherent perspective.

FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS

A tutorial for thesaurus construction was developed according to
the theories presented here and may be accessed at http://www.con-
exaorio.com/biti/tesauro. Figure 1 shows the scheme produced in
the planning/classificatory process.

Browsing is the space of the reader. The objective of hypertext
technology is browsing. The theories proposed here contribute to
some extent to browsing that the author can offer students in a didac-
tic sequence. But they are not the only ones.

The reader must find orientation as he/she browses, accepting or
not the options offered. Even this may not suit the reader. So, other
mechanisms should be offered, such as a map which is indeed the
systematic plan identified when building the system of concepts,
which provided the development of conceptual nodes. This plan
provides the basis for an alphabetic index as well.

It must be emphasized that these two types of index –alphabetic
and systematic– are relevant devices to avoid becoming lost or disori-
ented. The alphabetic index is useful when the reader already knows
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the topic that he/she wishes to access. The systematic approach gives
the reader the overall plan of the hyperdocument and provides ac-
cess to topics not necessarily previously thought of by the reader.

It is believed that the theories described here should be discussed
with subject specialists so that consistent and coherent content can
be present in future hyperdocuments for distance learning.
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